
 

 

 

 

 
The big news for this quarter in the retail world is undoubtedly the publication of the Draft 
2017 Rating List which has included some massive losers (London mostly) and some 
significant winners (the north mostly) but also some difficult to fathom anomalies with shops 
next to each other moving in completely different directions in terms of supposed value. No 
doubt there will be considerable industry comment on this as the list is interrogated, 
however the inevitable situation for retailers in locations where their rates will increase is a 
further hit to their bottom line at a time when many are struggling with the impact of the 
exchange rate – so, reasons to be cheerful?  Not many  
 
We are all only too familiar with the existence / threat / convenience/ choice etc etc that     
e-tailing has brought to our sofas / desks / mobiles but its worth noting a few new statistics – 
49% of all the money spent by shoppers last year was spent with retailers who don’t have a 
high street presence (ONS) and online spending has tripled in the last 8 years and now 
accounts for 13p in every £ - which still leaves 87p in the £ to be spent in actual shops. Long 
live the High street!  
 
The opening of the very shiny, and very beautiful and very upmarket Victoria Gate in Leeds  
this quarter is the culmination of some very brave decisions by a lot of people who all believe 
in the future of the high street, and they are to be congratulated -  it’s a triumph! 
 
There are still casualties in the industry but fortunately, also expansions – food and beverage 
(F&B) continues apace as evidenced in Reading by lettings agreed to Byron Burgers, The 
Botanist, Franco Manca, Busaba Thai and Honest Burgers. With F&B being such a growth 
market, perhaps it was premature of the Australian plus-size chain ‘Taking Shape’ to close all 
of its UK stores! Although with all the competition coming into the F&B arena, only the best 
will survive.  The fairly new chain of Ed’s Diner which had 59 sites, is closing its doors on 26 
of them and the remainder will be rebranded by its new owner fascia of Giraffe. 
 

Reading’s vacancy rate continues to be below the UK average of 12.4% , but the ‘availablity’ 
stat shows an increase for the 3rd successive quarter. This figure reflects units that ‘on the 
market’ which may be vacant or still occupied so is a better measure of the real movement in 
the market. 
 

 

 Vacant Available 

Q3 2016 10.32% 9.32% 

Q3 2015 11.4% 7.65% 

Q3 2014 13.03% 8.79% 

Q3 2013 11.24% 10.03% 

Q3 2012 11.29% 10.03% 
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